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Introduction 
If a crystalline material contains a set of static or dynamic aperiodic textures on a 

^ x wide range of length scales, which may be more or less strongly coupled to the critical 
v ^ fluctuations required for a phase transition, then we may expect a diffuse phase transition 

to occur. Thus different regions of the crystal will transform with different effective Curie 
s temperatures, depending on the local coupling interactions. This much can be said in a 

perfectly general way; it is the basic approach underlying the renormalization group theory 
of phase transitions. The length scales invoked may range from grain boundaries ( ~ 1 /im) 
through ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain walls ( ~ 1 nm - 0.1 /un ); discommensurations 
( < 20 nm ); commensurate and incommensurate superlattic.es ( ~ 1 - 5 nm ); fluctuations 
in occupancy of cation sites in complex oxides for example, with short-range order on the 
scale of 0.1 - 2nm; finally we have small (point) defects and atomic structure on the scale 
of 0.1 nm. Striking evidence of all of these phenonema, occurring in one material, was 
obtained by the authors in the case of strontium barium niobate (Bursill and Peng, 1986; 
Bursill and Peng, 1987). 

In that study extensive use was made of high resolution electron microscopic techniques, 
including high resolution dark-field, as well as computer simulations of the aperiodic 
structures and the corresponding images. It was concluded ihat it may be necessary to 
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consider all of these textures in any theories which seek to understand the corresponding 
diffuse phase transitions and dielectric responses. 

In the present paper we present some results from a new study of the relaxor-like 
material known as PST, ie lead scandium tantalate Pb(Sc 0s, Tao.503). Here we emphasize 
some novel electron optical results and techniques. It will be shown below that 1IRTEM 
techniques offer a new level of understanding of the nanostructure of PST. The theoretical 
background for understanding relaxor type materials extends back to Smolcnskii (1954). A 
discussion of this theory, and of the present results in terms of recent theoretical approaches 
and experimental results, including physical property measurements, is beyond the length 
of the present report. 
Experimental 

Two ion-thinned specimens of PST were prepared at EPFL-Lausanne, for which the Ta, 
Sc long-range chemical ordering parameters were s= 0.93 and 0.10 rspectively. Thin edges 
were examined using a JEOL-4000EX electron microscope at 400KeV in Melbourne. The 
ultra-high resolution pole-pieces had Cs=0.94mm. The three principal zone axes <100>, 
<110> and <111 > of the perovskite-typ structure were accessible using a + / - 20° double-
tilt top-entry goniometer. All of the results reported below refer to the <110> zone axes. 
A GATAN TV camera and image intensifier (gross magnification 1.7 x 10 7) were used to 
record fluctuations in high-resolution dark-field image contrast. 
Results 

(a) Structural background . PST has the perovskite ABO3 structure shown in Fig.la, 
where the corner-shared BC>6 octahedra enclose the larger A cation. The chemically-
disordered simple cubic Pm3m structure (a= 0.4nm) is usually assumed to have random 
occupancy of the B sites by Ta and Sc atoms. If the Ta and Sc atoms order on alternate 
{111} planes the unit cell is doubled (a'=0.8nm) when the space group becomes Fm3m 
(shown in Fig.lb for the <110> projection). At liquid nitrogen temperatures the "ordered" 
structure is probably trigonal with space group R3m (Groves, 1985). The "para" to 
"ferro" phase transformation is relatively sharp and occurs at about room temperature. 
Crystallographic studies as a function of the order paiarneter have not been made; although 
there have been a number of serious studies made without control of this important 
parameter. In the present work two well characterized samples were studied, having order 
parameters 0.93 and 0.10 respectively. "Disordered"' samples exhibit more or less diffuse 
phase transitions, depending on the order parameter. Some authors report the observation 
of intermediate states between "para" and "ferro" which give interesting, but incompletely 
characterized, domain structures or textures. These latter, we assert, arc nothing more 
than "frozen-in" critical fluctuations and it should not be surprising if there are many of 
these (Compare the in situ studies of critical fluctuations in barium titanate, Bursill and 
Peng, 1984) 

(b)Chemical domain textures. Dark-field images of ordered PST showed a variety of 
textures. For example Fig.2a. obtained using a < 111 > Fm3m superlattiee reflection, 
shows chemical antiphase domain walls, whose spacing varies from several tens of nm 



down to 1-5 nm. This was unusual for ordered PST, generally the antiphase boundaries 
had spacings greater than 50 nm for that specimen. However, for disordered PST the 
chemical domain size was typically 1-5 nm; an example of such texture is given as Fig. 2b. 
One may conclude that disordered PST differs from ordered PST only in the domain size; 
a perfectly disordered distribution of Ta and Sc docs not occur. (This is to some extent 
a semantic argument, random does not mean zero short-range order, it does imply zero 
long-range order). 

(c)Polar domain fluctuations in disordered PST. When we tried to image polar do
mains in disordered PST, using for example <111> Pm3m subcell dark-field reflecting 
conditions, we were surprised to see bright patches of contast, shown in Fig.3a, which 
switched on and off. and sometimes changed position with a frequency of 0.1-1 second. 
Figs.3a-c show part of a typical sequence taken from a video recording, precnted at the 
meeting. The contrast mechanism may be explained as follows. The dark-field image con
dition (Fig.3a) is set initially for only a fraction of the eight possible polar domains having 
polarization vector along one of the <111> directions. If a set of polar domains changes 
polarization to another <111> direction, or simply reverses sense, then the dark-field con
dition will certainly change locally and those domains will go out of contast; others may 
appear of course, provided they satisfy the dark-field condition. In the case of polariza
tion reversal the contrast will change sharply due to failure of Friedel's law F(hkl) not = 
F(-h,-k,-l). 

It is most important to realize that such polar fluctuations occurred only for the smallest 
of the chemically ordered domains, at least at about room temperature. Thus we conclude 
that polar fluctuations in disordered PST, which presumeably underlie the extremely 
high dielectric response of this specimen, are strongly correlated with the smallest of the 
chemically ordered domains. We assert that the peak of the dielectric response should 
correspond to flipping of polar domains having, statistically, the same dimensions as the 
chemical domains. Kurt her discussion of this point must be left for a larger paper. 

(d). HHTEM images of disordered and ordered PST. Figs4a,b show IIRTFM images 
of disordered and ordered PST respectively. Note the striking difference in these structure 
images, which were obtained for almost identical imaging conditions. Thus naiux rystalline 
patches of contrast, just 1-5 nm in extent, occur for the disordered specimen, whereas the 
ordered specimen gives a perfect structure image across the field of view. We associate these 
nanocrystalline regions with the sm.iiest chemically ordered domains, like those shown in 
Fig.2b above, and also, of course, with the polar domains observed in Fig.3 above. An 
extensive .set of computer simulated images will be reported elsewhere (Peng et al, in 
preparation) which allow the effective local order parameter to be determined by image 
digitization and analysis. 

Finally, one may determine directly from the HIM KM images, for both the ordered and 
disordered specimen?, the local direction and magnitude of the Pb atom shifts, with respect 
to the Ta and Sr a lorn positions. The results, to be reported in full elsewhere (Peng et al, 
\'.)'.)2), are summarized in Fig.5, which shows an enlargement of a thin area of the ordered 
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specimen, where the dark spots may be identified with the Pb, Ta and Sc atom positions. 
The lower diagram identifies the atom columns, as verified exactly by computer simulated 
images. Thus the Pb atom shifts amount to at least 0.06nm, along a <111> direction. 
Note that there may be additional antiparallel shifts of the oxygen atoms, which are not 
imaged here. Such large shifts help understand the large dielectric response of PST. 
Conclusion 

The value of HRTEM and dark-field imaging techniques for obtaining nanocrystalline 
structural information have been clearly demonstrated for PST. A full discussion of the 
relationship between these results and the physical properties of this interesting material 
must be the subject of a much larger paper. A concurrent study of PMN is also in 
preparation. 
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Figure Capt ions 

Fig.l (a) Perspective view of the structure of PST and 

(b) <110> projection of ordered PST 

Fig.*2(a) Chemical antiphase boundaries in a relatively disordered area of ordered PST. 

Fip.2(b) Dark-field image showing chemical nanodomains in disordered PST. 

Fig.3(a-c) Typica' sequence from a video recording, showing polar domain 

fluctuations in disordered PST 

Fig.4 HRTEM images of disordered (a) and ordered (b) PST; note patches of contrast in (a), 

which correspond to the polar, chemically ordered nanodomains of Figs.2 and 3. 

Fig.5 Enlarged HRTEM image of ordered PST showing Pb atom shifts relative to Ta and Sc atoms. 

Note magnitude of shift is 0.06 nm along a <111> direction. 
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Fig.I (a) Perspective view of the structure of PST and 

(I)) <U0> piojcr.tion of ordered PST 

Pig.'2(a) Chemical antiphase boundaries in a relatively disordered area of ordered PST. 

Pi*.'2(b) Dark-field image showing chemical nanodomairi6 in disordered PST. 
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liR..Ti(*-c) Typical sequence from * video recording, ihowing polar domain 

fluctuations in disordered PST 
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Ki^.-l URTEM iinaprE of disordered (a) and ordered (b) PST; note patches of contrast 

whirli furrphfjoud to tlie polar, CIK-UIK <ill> ordered natiodotn&in* of figs.'2 and 3. 
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